
 

EXERCISE 1 

Make words using the consonants and vowels in the box below (names of people and places

are not allowed).

                 = no word possible or uncommon word

æ ɑː ɒ ɔː e ʌ ɜː 

b__t bat bought bet but

p__t pat part pot port pet putt pert

t__n

h__t

k__t

b__d

w__k

b__n
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EXERCISE 2 

Write the IPA transcription for the pictures below. They all appear in the chart above.

     

                                                                                                                     

                                                                                  

        

       _______________

                                                                                                                          ________________

                                                                 _________________

                                                           

                       

                                                                                      _________________

                                  

                            __________________     

               _________________                                                                 ________________
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EXERCISE 3  

Create two words from each box using the different vowel sounds:

dʒ 
æ 

z
æ

nt t
e 

n b
æ

n h
æ

m
 ɑː

       

 ɑː  ɑː ɜː  ɑː
                                                  

ɒ 
fən   w

ɒ
   k   m

æ
tʃ ʃ 

ɒ
   t

ɔː ɔː  ɑː ɔː 

EXERCISE 4

Match the pairs of words above to their meanings below.

1. Cooked pig, often served for lunch in sandwiches. Another word for damage.

2. Adverb meaning frequently. A child whose parents are no longer alive.

3. A Chinese frying pan. Putting one foot in front of the other to move somewhere.

4. A small red or black insect that lives in a community. Your mother or father's sister.

5. Number, one more than nine, one less than eleven. Verb, meaning to change direction.

6.  Past tense of the verb to shoot. Adjective, the opposite of long.

7. An early 20th century dance music. Glass containers where food is kept.

8. Where two sides meet in a competition. When lots pf people walk together with an intention.

9. A building in a farm where animals are kept. Another word for prohibition.
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EXERCISE 5 

Underline the word which contains the short form of the vowel. 

1. march           heart             fun             calm

2. farm              mark             vase           come

3. but              smart             march           can't

4. each            wheel             hill              bean

5. rich              meal              reach            eat

6. caught            what            bought          port

7. short             taught             sport            dot

8. full               pool                 fool             Luke
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